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The MY Aprilia AF1 Sport Pro has, at its heart, a liquid-cooled, two-stroke, cc, single cylinder
powerplant mated to a six-speed manual transmission, and can produce a claimed 33
horsepower and 20 Nm of torque. Standard features include a 40mm upside-down front fork,
and adjustable monoshock with Aprilia Progressive System APS as a rear suspension, a
Brembo braking system with fron The MY Aprilia AF1 Futura sports a liquid-cooled, two-stroke,
cc, single cylinder engine paired to a six-speed manual transmission, and can produce a
claimed 32 hp This machine is suitable for novice riders, as well as more experienced ones with
a taste for a more agile machine, and comes standard with an inverted front fork, an adjustable
mono The MY Aprilia AF1 Futura Reggiani Replica is a limited-edition machine that has been
designed as an exact replica of the official House Noale racing motorcycle used in official
competitions, and mainly addresses the adrenaline junkies among Aprilia fans. The MY Aprilia
AF1 Sintesi Sport is the performance oriented version of the Sintesi, offering novice and
seasoned riders alike as close of an experience to an actual race motorcycle as one may get,
without a hefty price tag. At its heart lies a liquid-cooled, two-stroke, cc, single cylinder
powerplant paired to a six-speed manual transmission, and can produce a claimed 28
horsepower The MY Aprilia AF1 Sintesi is a limited production machine, that boasts standard
features such as a front upside-down fork, an adjustable monoshock with Aprilia Progressive
System APS in the rear, lightweight, aluminium-alloy wheels, a single seat and an aerodynamic
full-fairing with a small windscreen. It boasts standard features such as an inverted front fork,
an adjustable monoshock as a rear suspension, a Brembo braking system with front and rear
disc brakes, an aerodynamic full-fairing, and a dual seat. The MY Aprilia AF1 Sintesi has, at its
heart, a liquid-cooled, two-stroke, single cylinder engine paired to a six-speed manual
transmission, and can produce a claimed 28 horsepower and 18 Nm of torque. It comes
standard with a front upside-down fork, an adjustable monoshock with Aprilia Progressive
System APS in the rear, lightweight, aluminium-alloy wheels, a single seat and an aerod
Unfortunately, the production of the Aprilia AF 1 Replica was discontinued in The MY Aprilia
AF1 Project Sport is arguably the fastest production machine in its class, boasting a maximum
power output of 25 horsepower and 18 Nm of torque out of its liquid-cooled, two-stroke, cc,
single cylinder engine, as well as a race-derived engine mapping and suspension settings. This
machine is best suited for entry-level riders who want a machine capable of delivering Unlike
the base AF1, the MY Aprilia AF1 Project Replica has been designed as a more
performance-oriented machine, and mainly addresses the adrenaline junkies among Aprilia
fans. At its heart lies a liquid-cooled, two-stroke, cc, single cylinder powerplant paired to a
six-speed manual transmission, and can produce a claimed 29 horsepower and 18 Nm of
torque. Also, it comes standar The MY Aprilia AF1 Project has, at its heart, a liquid-cooled,
two-stroke, cc, single cylinder engine paired to a six-speed manual transmission, and can
produce a claimed 25 horsepower and 18 Nm of torque. It comes standard with an adjustable
telescopic front fork, an adjustable rear monoshock, an aerodynamic full-fairing with a small
windscreen, a dual seat and a race-inspired g All rights reserved. Generations: 11 First
production year: Non hai ancora un account? Cosa cerchi? In quale categoria? Restringi
ricerca. Tipo di annuncio. Accessori Auto. Moto e Scooter. Accessori Moto. Caravan e Camper.
Veicoli commerciali. Ville singole e a schiera. Terreni e rustici. Garage e box. Loft, mansarde e
altro. Case vacanza. Uffici e Locali commerciali. Offerte di lavoro. Candidati in cerca di lavoro.
Attrezzature di lavoro. Console e Videogiochi. Arredamento e Casalinghi. Giardino e Fai da te.
Abbigliamento e Accessori. Tutto per i bambini. Musica e Film. Libri e Riviste. Strumenti
Musicali. Seguici su. IVA I tuoi annunci Preferiti Ricerche salvate Accedi Non hai ancora un
account? Tutte le categorie. Salva ricerca. Filtri ricerca Restringi ricerca. Tipo di annuncio In
vendita. Rivenditore Motor Center Srl. Mostra numero. Rivenditore SEBA. Smembro aprilia af1
Catanzaro CZ Oggi alle Aprilia Vetrina Genova GE. Conosci le opzioni Vendilo Subito? Scoprile
ora. Carene cagiva prima 50 Savona SV Ieri alle Aprilia af1 serbatoio originale Senago MI Ieri alle
Aprilia af1 futura devio luci comando gas Senago MI Ieri alle Forcella completa aprilia af1
Senago MI Ieri alle Ricambi aprilia Europa Milano MI 22 feb alle Carene aprilia futura af1 Milano
MI 22 feb alle Serbatoio olio Rosa' VI 22 feb alle Rivenditore Gabrielli Moto srl. Aprilia af1 futura
replica Villafranca Piemonte TO 22 feb alle Rivenditore Posarelli Ottorino srl. Ricambi moto
Conversano BA 21 feb alle Vespa 50 del Enna EN 20 feb alle Poster moto di serie Asola MN 20
feb alle Libretto uso manutenzione Aprilia epoca vari Ragusa RG 20 feb alle Marmitta mbk
booster arrow,aprilia epoca Agrigento AG 19 feb alle Here you can find OEM and aftermarket
accessories for these brands that are usually ready to ship! We can meet all of your parts needs
whether you own an independent repair facility or just enjoy the satisfaction of servicing your
own bike. The depth and breadth of their expertise is matched only by their exceptional
customer service. We offer local pick-up at our Austin location, plus shipping from our online
store. You can also order via mail or phone. Please feel free to contact us with all your parts

needs. Have a question about a part or accessory for your bike? Email or call our parts
department. Contact Us. Steve is a hardworking, enthusiastic Florida native that came to AF1
Racing on a college internship in His favorite production motorcycle is the Aprilia RS and is a
guru for all things two-wheeled. Dont let his cheerful and handsome smile fool you, this man
means business - and we like it! Born into the motorcycle industry, Kirk began his professional
motorcycle career in , and was hired on with AF1 in With 20 years of parts and customer service
experience you are sure to be in good hands with him. He can handle common service items to
even the most obscure requests. He enjoys working with anything with a motor from bikes to
boats to hot rods. Randy has been in the industry since , and with AF1 since With experience in
Harley, Japanese, and Italian brands, he can help you out with whatever you need. He oversees
the showroom accessories, as well as helps to run the online store shipping department. He
enjoys flying helicopters whenever he can find the opportunity. If you have to return something,
he is the guy to contact.. If you have any part or accessory question, no matter how small, big,
or obscure, he can surely help you out. With years of supplying parts in the automotive and
motorcycle world under his belt, James is a great fit with the AF1 Racing family. In his free time,
he loves to spend time with his family and rack up countless miles cycling through the Texas
hill country. Grateful for the generosity that AF1 Racing has shown him, James makes it a
priority to make customers feel just as welcome when they enter the door. AF1 Racing is a full
service dealership and race shop specializing in performance motorcycles and Italian scooters,
while offering one of the nation's largest selections of online motorcycle parts. Parts
Department. Parts support team. About AF1 Racing AF1 Racing is a full service dealership and
race shop specializing in performance motorcycles and Italian scooters, while offering one of
the nation's largest selections of online motorcycle parts. Find AF1 Racing. First Name. Last
Name. Email Address. Sign Up. A new path has been paved for middleweight contenders. With a
fresh and attractive new cc due to debut from the Noale manufacturer, most of us are ripe with
curiousity - and, rightfully so! Bringing all new technology and spec to an already familiar dare I
say boring? Aprilia is known around the world for the power-packing, gut wrenching, shit
grinning V4 supersport bikes and this is not far from that setup. What electronics am I speaking
of? Think top-tier RSV4 offerings: Adjustable traction-control, wheelie control, lean sensitive
ABS, auto-blipper and quickshifter, and electronic cruise control and plenty more. We should
have beautiful, delicately designed displays relaying information over to us while pleasing the
eye, no matter the price or spec of the bike. Completely adjustable spring preload and hydraulic
compression and rebound damping. SmartEC 2. APS progressive linkages. Wheel travel: mm.
Standard equipment for the RSV4 Factory and RSV4 RF and optional for the RSV4 RR , there is
a new version of the V4-MP, the Aprilia multimedia platform that lets you connect your
smartphone to the vehicle via Bluetooth, introducing for the first time a true corner by corner
electronic settings calibration system with data that can subsequently be downloaded to your
laptop or displayed directly on the smartphone for analysis, just like they do at the races. The
new V4-MP adds a new connection protocol that reduces smartphone battery consumption to a
minimum, in addition to providing a larger range of circuits already mapped in which you can
manage the electronic settings corner by corner, as well as user acquisition of a new circuit that
is not in the list Aprilia has provided. These activities are also displayed and managed by the
digital instrumentation. Maximum power at crankshaft: HP Ignition: Magneti Marelli digital
electronic ignition system integrated. Clutch Multi plate wet clutch with mechanical slipper
system. Primary drive Straight cut gears and integrated flexible coupling, drive. AF1 Racing is a
full service dealership and race shop specializing in performance motorcycles and Italian
scooters, while offering one of the nation's largest selections of online motorcycle parts.
Familiar, yet not Aprilia is known around the world for the power-packing, gut wrenching, shit
grinning V4 supersport bikes and this is not far from that setup. Ride by wire with 3 engine
mappings Sport, Race, Track. Check Inventory. New Aprilia Inventory. Test Rides. All Parts.
RSV4 Accessories. About AF1 Racing AF1 Racing is a full service dealership and race shop
specializing in performance motorcycles and Italian scooters, while offering one of the nation's
largest selections of online motorcycle parts. Find AF1 Racing. First Name. Last Name. Email
Address. Sign Up. Tearing down the straights and scratching through the bends as fast as I
could go: head behind the bubble, throttle hard against its stop, ears ringing with the sound of
straining two-stroke engine, brakes left late for the bends, knee stuck out as I swept through the
corners with a nudge on the low-set bars. And now I was lost. It was lucky that I looked up when
I did moments later, for otherwise I would not have noticed as our Fiat rentawreck rattled past,
barely a couple of minutes behind and showing no signs of being in a hurry. And then it dawned
on me. The new Futura might look a million dollars and cost six million lire , it might be big and
brash and beautiful and unbearably well-equipped. But it is, after all, still a In many ways it is
the curse of bikes like this, the latest race-replica to explode onto the Italian teenage market,

that for all its design flair and expensive chassis brilliance the Futura is still just a That means
that its state-of-the-art two-stroke motor puts out 34 horsepower when the rest of the machine
looks and feels as though it would be happy harnessing twice that power. Not that the Futura is
slow, you understand. It has a genuine top speed of just over a ton, and if you keep the tacho
needle jabbing at the grand redline it has acceleration to match. But by sports bike standards it
is obviously short on ultimate performance - which, sometimes, is also its biggest attraction.
The delight of small-bore screamers like this is that even speed-freaks used to much bigger
tackle can enjoy twisting the neck off a without putting life or license at too much risk. Lucky is
the young Luigi whose rich padre presents him with one of these on his birthday. The Futura is
basically the latest version of the AF1 series. It effectively brings together the Replica and the
AF1 Sport -- the very similar but slightly more powerful production-race version of the
twin-headlamp screamer -- to produce one new machine that is even slicker, even tricker and
even more obviously suited to the racetrack than its predecessors. It seems almost
unnecessary to say that the Futura will eventually be the only AF1 model. No doubt they could if
they tried, though, and perhaps they will if their baby starts getting whipped on the track. The
main difference between the Replica and Sport models is the carburetor, which is a Dellorto that
grows from 28mm in size to 34mm for the competition bike. Compression ratio is actually
reduced slightly, from to It has almost square bore and stroke dimensions of 54 x The exhaust
itself is a similar specimen that bulges out below the motor before heading up to a neat tailpipe
on the left of the bike. The main extrusions now bulge out a little on their route from steering
head to swing arm pivot, and an alloy plate has been added on each side of the subframe,
presumably for reinforcement. But the most obvious difference is that the satiny main spars
have been left on view instead of covered by bodywork as they were before. One surprise is that
the suspension is non-adjustable. Second surprise is that the steering is not ultra-quick, at least
by small-bike standards. Part of the reason is that the Futura is not little at all. It is a leading
example of the trend that has seen small-capacity bikes getting physically bigger while big
bikes get smaller; presumably they will one day cross in the middle. The similarities start early.
The wickedly curving screen comes up to meet your wild-eyed stare. Below it, the cockpit
houses a typical array of partially foam-mounted dials, and is bordered by a pair of surprisingly
useful mirrors. Unless you try riding pillion, which requires membership of the National Union
of Contortionists. Press the button, hear the tinny two-stroke rattle and, well, perhaps it is a
after all. Thank God for dark visors. Acceleration from there until about rpm is pretty limp, but
then the power-valve chops in, the exhaust note changes dramatically from a flat drone to a
high-pitched shriek and - in the lower gears, at least -- the Futura hurtles towards the grand
redline with great aplomb and with a slight-but-not-troublesome tingling through the handlebars
and seat. If a corner should intervene before the Futura has had a chance to stretch its legs in
sixth gear, then so much the better. Then you shuffle across the seat, flick the Futura into the
bend and attack the throttle again after making sure to Get That Knee Down if at all possible.
You owe it to the people who designed this bike, after all. You need a little effort on the bars to
move the front wheel off-line, after which point the Futura tracks with absolute precision and
holds its line with wondrous stability even in ripply corners. Anyone else would have to be
pretty sure that they really wanted to get their two-wheeled kicks from head-down, no-nonsense
mindless boogie on a bike with the cornering power and charisma of a Ferrari but the
out-and-out speed of a Fiat Panda. Adrenalin junkies with dirty licenses, this is the bike for you.
Home Manufacturer Contact. Aprilia AF1 Futura. Make Model. Bore x Stroke. Compression
Ratio. Co oling System. Liquid cooled. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension.
Rear Suspension. Aprilia Progressive System with hydraulic single shock-absorber, mm wheel
travel. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry
Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed. Road Test. Moto Sprint.
Personal menu. Back Aprilia Motorcycles- All Models. Back Tuono Back V85 all variants. Back
Vespa Elettrica. S Used Parts. GT Used Parts. Back Leo Vince Spare Parts. Back Vespa
Accessory Catalog. AF1 Racing. Welcome to our new St
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ore! We hope you enjoy all of its new features and conveiniences, but if you have any issues
please do not hesitate to Contact Us. If you had an account in our old store you should be able
to Log In , you may also wish to Reset Your Password. AF1 Racing is a full service dealership
and race shop specializing in performance motorcycles and European scooters, while offering
one of our nation's largest selections of motorcycle parts. Whether you are looking for the next
championship-winning race bike or an economical scooter to commute in style, we will take

care of you every step of the way. Produtos em destaque Novos Produtos. Produtos em
destaque. Barracuda "E-Version" Mirror Pair. Malgatech Forged Aluminum Wheels, Black.
Novos Produtos. Manuale di Servizio Italiano. Andreani x33x24 Fork Spring 9. Andreani x33x24
Fork Spring, Sold Each. Andreani x33x24 Fork Spring 8. Best Sellers. All Sales Final]. Malgatech
Forged Aluminum Wheels, Red. Fat Duc O2 Emulator. Receber novidades no e-mail.

